Aavid Genie Quick Start Guide:
A Brief Overview of the Aavid Genie Design Process
Register:
Register on the initial Aavid Genie web app page. Insert your email
address, supply a password, and agree to the terms and
conditions. You should receive a confirmation email from Aavid
Genie with a link. Follow the link back to Genie to confirm that yes,
you are indeed a person.

When you first login to Genie, give your project a name and a description.
These will show up on your Project Page so you can check them later.

This icon brings you back
to a list of all your projects
and projects that have
been sent to you.

Buttons will be greyed out
if you haven’t entered all
the required information.

Project Conditions:
Input the parameters of your application, which includes:







Working Envelope / Volume available for a heat sink
Total (Heat) Load of Devices
Total Heat Source (Contact Area) Size
Environmental Temperature and Altitude
Maximum Temperature Rise and Maximum Pressure Drop

Genie takes a couple moments
to calculate effective
manufacturable designs.

Technology Selection:
View different ways to rank various air cooled heat sink constructions and applied airflow rates. Select a type/flow rate option to
proceed to design and simulation.

Select various ranking
methods to compare options in
terms of Size, Mass,
Temperature Rise, and
Pressure Drop.

Select a box to see the profile
and the estimated performance
values before proceeding to
more design steps.

Heat Sink Design:
Check the heat sink design and add heat pipes, change materials, change the profile geometry, while getting a real time thermal
performance estimate. Genie will indicate if there are any specs that you’ve inputted that are outside of the manufacturing constraints
for the selected technology.

Add heat pipes into the
base of your heat sink to
improve heat spreading.

Change the heat pipe direction to
spread heat along the length of the
fins or perpendicular to the fins
across the width of the heat sink

Estimated heat sink
performance updates in real
time with any design changes.

Flow Definition:
Input the flow characteristics that the heat sink in your application will experience. Select natural convection orientation, define a fixed
flowrate and bypass, or apply a fixed impinged flow. Genie will provide an updated estimate to temperature rise and pressure drop.

Change the heat sink
orientation to get more realistic
results for natural convection
simulations.

Heat Source(s):
Add, arrange and define up to 10 heat sources on the base of your heat sink. Sources can be rectangular or circular and an interface
resistance can be added for the simulation. Add a uniform heat flow to the base to account for general or spread loads.

Use the slider to
add sources and
the drop down to
pick which source
to edit

Copy and delete
sources as needed

Add uniform heat
loads.

Drag devices to
match your device
layout.

Change the shape
of your heat load
Use your credits to
simulate your
heats sink and get
results!

Aavid Genie takes
your inputs and
solves them in the
Cloud.

Simulation Results:
Rotate the 3D thermal contours of the heat sink you designed and simulated to observe hot spots, how heat pipe spreading affects the
performance, and how well fins are transferring heat.

Click, drag, zoom, and
rotate your heat sink to
view all the thermal
contours.

Solution Summary:
View all static images of the thermal contours of the base and the simulated conditions.

Next Steps:
Take your simulation to the next step and start making it a reality. Get a quote with the Aavid Sales Team, continue simulating using the
full CFD software, download a full thermal report, purchase drawings and CAD files, contact the Aavid Engineering Team, or search on
our eStore for similar products

Purchase More Credits:
Select the User Options icon in the upper right hand corner of the page. Select “Buy Credits” and enter in the PayPal portal to purchase
Aavid Genie Credits. An Aavid Genie Credit is about the price of a large pizza.

